Single-drop impingement onto a wavy liquid film and description of the asymmetrical cavity dynamics.
The present paper is devoted to an experimental investigation of the cavity formed upon a single-drop impingement onto a traveling solitary surface wave on a deep pool of the same liquid. The dynamics of the cavity throughout its complete expansion and receding phase are analyzed using high-speed shadowgraphy and compared to the outcomes of drop impingements onto steady liquid surface films having equal thickness. The effects of the surface wave velocity, amplitude and phase, drop impingement velocity, and liquid viscosity on the cavity's diameter and depth evolution are accurately characterized at various time instants. The wave velocity induces a distinct and in time increasing inclination of the cavity in the wave propagation direction. In particular for strong waves an asymmetrical distribution of the radial expansion and retraction velocity along the cavity's circumference is observed. A linear dependency between the absolute Weber number and the typical length and time scales associated with the cavity's maximum depth and maximum diameter is reported.